
Ask The Expert
Come prepared with any and all questions related to Laserfiche! Can you stump the experts?
Presenter: Various Engineers from DocuNav

Automate Document Import
This course covers the various methods of bringing documents into Laserfiche (e.g. DaD, Import, Scanning, Snapshot, 
QuickFields, AutoImport) and includes best practices when each method is best.
Presenter: Austin Lacy, DocuNav

Tips & Tricks for Batch Scanning
Learn tactical advice on how to batch scan documents and how to utilize metadata to ensure they find their appropriate 
landing point in the repository.
Presenter: Nikki Champy, DocuNav

Laserfiche 101
This is a great course for beginners or those needing a refresher! Learn the basics of leveraging Laserfiche in terms of document 
management/repositories.
Presenter: Max Tremblay, DocuNav

Laserfiche Mobile
The mobile app for Laserfiche is a great tool to have in your toolbox! Come hear the basics and a few example use cases.
Presenter: Nikki Champy, DocuNav

Records Retention Master Class
Moderate and advanced users will learn the various models of Record Management depending on Laserfiche versions, the ideal 
setup. You will also learn how to manage special situations, key items to consider over time and how to set up reporting for 
retention.
Presenter: Beau Lollar, DocuNav

What All Can Laserfiche Do?!
Join us for a quick tour of  main functional capabilities within Laserfiche: Document Management, Forms/Business Process, and 
QuickFields.
Presenter: Beau Lollar & Jeremy Sankey, DocuNav

Advanced Forms - Tips & Functions
Moderate and advanced users will learn new tricks with Forms including advanced lookups, formatting, logic, etc.
Presenter: Beau Lollar, DocuNav

Advanced Workflow - Tips & Functions 
Getting advanced with Laserfiche Wokflows to include cautionary practices that can cause trouble!
Presenter: Matt Horton, DocuNav

Forms 101
The basics of getting started with Forms designer leveraging LF v11 software, which gives you the option of old vs new 
modes.
Presenter: Isaac Childs, DocuNav

Workflow 101
The basics of Laserfiche Workflow, nothing too fancy but enough to get you going.
Presenter: Hayden Heard, DocuNav

END USER / GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

DESIGN

Common Support Issues and Troubleshooting
A compilation of common Laserfiche issues and troubleshooting steps that our Support Desk hears daily.
Presenter: John Edwards, DocuNav

How to Manage and Care for Your Laserfiche Repository
Common administrative tasks to ensure your software is optimally performing and how to recognize/respond to signs when 
it is not.
Presenter: John Edwards & Isaac Childs, DocuNav

Laserfiche Ecosystem & Growth
Learn how to plan for your Laserfiche ecosystem’s growth and ways to tailor your environment to your organization’s needs.
Presenter: Matt Horton, DocuNav

ADMINISTRATION

BREAKOUT
DESCRIPTIONS



All computer labs this time will be 2 hours (take up 2 breakout timeslots). It is highly recommended you attend both part 
1 and part 2. Please make sure your laptop is ready to go (no iPads please). We will provide all the connection details and 
have several helpers available during these sessions. 

Admin Console and Security
Hands-on lab focused on Admin Console and Security. 
Presenter: Beau Lollar, DocuNav

Building Basic Forms
Hands-on lab focused on basics of forms design.  
Presenters: Austin Lacy & Max Tremblay, DocuNav

Building Workflows
Hands-on lab focused on workflows.
Presenters: Hayden Heard, DocuNav

Developing Quick Field Sessions
Hands-on lab focused on building reliable quick field sessions.
Presenters: Hayden Heard & Justin Rapczynski, DocuNav

LABS

Employee Reimbursements
Make the dreaded Employee Expense Reimbursement a breeze with Laserfiche. MCHD will show how they use Laserfiche 
Forms processes to initial the request, gather receipts, perform automatic calculations, navigate approval steps, create 
reporting for payroll and then file copies of everything neatly into the appropriate folders.
Presenters: Shawn Henners, Montgomery County Hospital District (MCHD)

Back to the Basics: How to Get From Point A to B
If you are just getting started with Laserfiche, this is the class for you! During this session we will cover how to get started 
with Laserfiche. We will look into New Caney ISD’s digital transformation journey, and how they did it. 
Presenters: Tammy Yarbrough, Dan Casteel, Jessica Bruce - New Caney ISD

Utilizing Laserfiche and SQL in HR
In a large organization, like Denton ISD with 4,000+ employees, managing and tracking what position data and status is 
crucial. Hear how Denton ISD uses a combination of Laserfiche Forms, Workflow and SQL to automate Position Control.
Presenters: Jennifer Michalewski, Denton ISD

HR Processes: Job Offer to Resignation Forms
HR business processes require SO MUCH PAPER! Belton ISD will showcase how they have automated the entire HR lifecyle 
from onboarding to offboarding. They have seen increased efficiencies, productivity and employee happiness!
Presenters: Audra Stanley & Frank Hernandez - Belton ISD

Student Registration Process
See how to utilize New Student/Returning Student Skyward forms using Quick Fields to file to the Student 
Cumulative folders. Also, see how using mulitple Laserfiche Forms to help with the final steps of the registration 
process throughout the school year saves time. During this session we will cover proof of residency, incomplete 
immunizations and student documentation of attempts for the student registration process.
Presenters:Tammy Yarbrough & Tina Pham-Vasquez, New Caney ISD

New Package: DocuNav ApplicantHQ
In a close partnership with Denton ISD, we developed an applicant tracking solution with all the best features of other 
systems. It is built on the stability and securibility of a software platform you already have: Laserfiche! Come see it in action. 
Presenter: Denton ISD and Jeremy Sankey, DocuNav

DocuNav Hosting and Shield Services
Did you know we can help you move from on-premise to Hosted? Come hear more about Virtual Private Cloud PaaS and 
the importance of having an enterprise disaster recovery plan like DocuNav Shield.
Presenters: Rupert McRae, DocuNav

New Package: DocuNav Threat Assessment
We have worked with several school districts to develop a process built on Laserfiche to help school security and law 
enforcement tap into warning signs of potential school violence and threats. Come see it in action.
Presenters: Jeremy Sankey, DocuNav

New Package: Vendor Portal
Showcase what we can help you do with Financials, Invoice, Purchasing, Payroll, Vendor Portal, etc.
Presenters: Jeremy Sankey, DocuNav

SPECIAL TOPICS

ADMINISTRATION
Reindexing For Improved Search Performance
Deals with Search and reindexing to ensure optional performance and results.
Presenter: Nikki Champy, DocuNav


